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Abstract: School Management System using Progressive Web Application is aimed at Network Independent for 

Student Management system which allows the students to check through their details without necessary using data 

logging-in via their matriculation number, since the developed System will not allow matriculation numbers outside 

Lead City University. The main goal of this thesis is to develop a Progressive Web Application School Management 

System and provide an interface that will be used for all the necessary details of School Management. The objectives 

in achieving the set goal are: Designing of the database, designing of the design of the progressive web application 

school management system and the development of the whole system with HTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript, React, 

Xamp Server. The system is targeted to helping students take their studies in a more advanced fashion breaking 

away from the conventional way of using papers and manual processing of doing their registration all the time. The 

School Management System using Progressive Web Application makes use of features such as service workers, push 

notification, indexedDB, Background sync is deployed for the implementation of the system. The system will give a 

more developed and user-friendly access as well as it will take less time to complete its execution. The cost of 

implementing the system is minimal compared to the cost of other development of other School Management System. 

The system is deployed into the Department of Computer Science in Lead City University. 

Keywords: School Management System, Emerging Technologies, Progressive Web Application. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Because of its productivity and suitability, the application of data innovation in educational administration has exploded1. 

PCs are seen to have the potential to make a significant contribution to classroom educating, learning, and organizing. 

Equipment, programming, systems administration, and staff development that have gone into bringing data and 

communication technology (ICT) into schools will be seen as beneficial if there is confirmation that it has an equal impact 

on school execution and adequacy2.  Because of its efficacy and suitability, the application of data innovation in educational 

administration has exploded. School administrators who previously expended a great deal of time and effort dealing with 

perplexing assignment difficulties (e.g., staffing, asset allocation, and timetabling) and monitoring school duties now have 

more options thanks to enhanced innovation3. With the decentralization of work projects and their coordination in an 

intelligent correspondence structure, data advances work.  

Fast technological alterations are influencing how goods and administrations are planned all the time. The turn of events 

rehearses for apps have been developed since the introduction of cell phones. Because engineers must write, test, and 

maintain programs for each of the numerous phases and devices, traditional portable application development has been 

described as a time-consuming and costly process4. As a result, most adaptable programming engineers are employing a 

variety of strategies to improve the progression of applications from local to half-breed programs5. Furthermore, a few ways 

for cross-stage development have been given out as an optional path for long-term local progress. 
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The portable web is based on a web application that is typically cross-platform. This type of software adheres to industry-

standard languages like HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript, which provide full app portability between platforms like Android 

and Apple6. The arrival of cross-stage development frameworks like Cordova, PhoneGap, and Ionic has made the 

construction of applications for many platforms a lot easier7.  It also reduces the cost and effort of marketing and allows for 

a faster time to market. Crossplatform techniques, on the other hand, don't always succeed because of their dependency on 

a WebView (an in-app included program portion)8 and program constraints, which results in substandard execution and 

client experience. 

Site pages today are more than just static HTML markup. We've progressed from a Web without JavaScript, where all 

connections should have been handled by the server, to using JavaScript just for activities and minor convenience features, 

to developing entire applications in JavaScript that mostly communicate with servers behind the scenes. When JavaScript 

gained the ability to execute HTTP requests and retrieve or save data in the foundation, a technology known as AJAX at 

the time, it was only used for minor purposes. Single Page Applications (SPAs) were developed later, with the application 

being layered once at the start and then transmitted in JSON or XML later. This presented additional hurdles to JavaScript 

developers, such as delivering layouts in a timely manner. This presented new hurdles to JavaScript developers, such as 

supplying layouts in the program, monitoring application state, and steering (the planning between application state and the 

URL showed in the location bar of a program). In addition to Web development, cell phones and associated applications, 

often known as local applications nowadays, were developed (instead of web applications). These programs used the full 

capabilities of the devices they were running on and could accomplish a lot more than a web application in the beginning. 

This meant that a company that wanted to reach as many customers as possible had to produce many versions of the same 

app: for the web, the workplace, and a few other platforms. Later efforts like Cordova and Electron made it possible to use 

JavaScript and other web developments in programs as well as local mobile and desktop applications, but the goal of making 

the web the most widely used application platform remained. 

Several additional JavaScript augmentations were produced under the Web Platform project, interfaces that give JavaScript 

access to various features of the device on which the program runs. The Location API, which allows a site to access a 

device's GPS location, and the Screen Capture API, which allows a site to capture the screen of a program or another 

application, are two examples. 

2.  RELATED WORKS 

Abstract, Introduction, Related Works, Method, Results Conclusion, Reference 

Mobile Native to Hybrid 

Designing for mobile devices initially and gradually transitioning to larger devices is known as the "mobile-first" approach 

to design and content. It is a reaction to the expanding need for better mobile experiences. A major factor in the rise of 

mobile-first design was Google's announcement at the 2010 Mobile World Congress that they would be adopting the 

strategy and urged other designers to follow suit: "I think it's now the collaborative mission of all of us to make mobile the 

answer to pretty much everything"7. 

Native Applications 

Both the use of mobile devices and native applications has grown. Applications created specifically for a platform or device 

are known as native applications. They have certain definite advantages because they are created on a particular hardware 

and operating system8. 

Users receive the quickest, most dependable, most responsive experience from native applications. They can make 

advantage of hardware and software designed specifically for the smartphone, like the camera, microphone, and push 

notifications. Because designing for a certain platform is simpler, platform conventions can be incorporated into the UI/UX9. 

It is not surprising that native applications are replacing time spent in browsers because of their exceptionally quick loading 

times and offline accessibility, to mention a couple of reasons. It was further established in development of mobile 

applications in 2017, and as can be seen, mobile app usage has increased by 6% yearly10. Particularly when buying, users 

spend more time on apps and less time on browsers. Diverse research shows that as consumers continue to transfer their 

purchasing to e-commerce through mobile shopping apps, the amount of time spent in e-commerce applications has 

significantly increased (54%) as can be observed11. 
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Nevertheless, the reach of mobile websites is almost three times greater than that of native apps. Most users aren't paying 

attention and only utilize their top three apps for 80% of their time. The typical user installs zero native programs in a 

month, indicating that users generally dislike installing them12. One explanation could be because they require frequent user 

updates and take up storage space on their devices. 

Other drawbacks to native programs exist as well. They require distinct development for every operating system, each of 

which has its own codebase, and are more difficult to grow. They typically require a team with these kinds of skill sets and 

take longer to develop than online or hybrid applications. 

Hybrid Applications 

Applications that are hybrid operate on various platforms and behave like native apps. They are created utilizing a mix of 

native and web technologies. In a native application container, they are technically web applications. A mobile device can 

execute applications that have access to the device's functions, such as the camera and GPS. They are released through a 

native application store, much like native programs. Examples of application stores that assess these programs are Apple 

and Google. The most well-known hybrid applications right now include, to mention a couple, Netflix and Amazon. These 

applications can be created in a variety of methods, including using the React Native or Apache Cordova frameworks13. 

The cost-effectiveness and speed of delivery of hybrid applications built with frameworks are two distinct advantages. The 

UX experience of an application created using this kind of framework is still inferior to that of native apps and has various 

disadvantages, such as slowness and phantom clicking while scrolling, lack of offline functionality, and the potential for 

the application to execute slowly depending on its complexity14. Because, for instance, the Apache Cordova framework 

does not by default allow fingerprint scanning, capabilities may also be somewhat constrained15. 

3.   METHOD 

React is a JavaScript library, used for building UI. Facebook first introduced React in the year 2013. It was made open 

source two years later. React uses the virtual DOM for manipulating the UI as a result it gives blazing fast performance and 

making site most interactive as shown in figure 716. Designing simple views for each state in application, React smoothly 

updates and renders just the needed components when the data changes. Declarative views in React make code easy to 

predict and debug.17 React uses component-based structure. Component logic are written in JavaScript instead of templates 

which makes the easy passage of rich data through the web app and keeping state out of the DOM. Problems are solved by 

creating reusable components and when components get complex, they are broken down into smaller and simpler ones. 

React components are similar to JavaScript function.18 

 

Figure 1 
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As shown in Figure 3.2, React was the most loved technology in 2017 at 66.9% whereas the least loved one is Cordova 

with 38.8% only. React uses an XML-like syntax JSX, a syntax extension to the ECMAScript to describe the component’s 

DOM representation. It looks similar to that of the mark-up language HTML or XML but it is JavaScript centric. It makes 

code more readable and writing JSX gives the feel of writing HTML. It is based on separation of concerns rather than 

technology as it combines mark-up, style and behaviour of components in one file rather than having each separate files. 

However, it is not compulsory to use JSX in React application but the use of JSX helps for easy development, error handling 

and increase performance of React application.19   

Create react app is a tool to get started with React.js app development. Create react app with pre-configured Webpack, 

Bable and other necessary tools makes an app development process smooth, and hassle free. It also comes pre-configured 

with Service Worker, which is one of the key components of PWA. Create react app can be easily installed from the terminal 

with the command:  npm install -g create-react-app, as shown in Figure below.     

 

Figure 2: Installing create-react-app project (Researcher, Adediran E. 2022) 

 

Figure 3: Use Case diagram 
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4.   RESULTS 

 

Figure 4 

 

Figure 5 

5.   CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, Instructive organizations can basically keep their understudy records by utilizing understudy the board 

frameworks. The manual framework makes it hard to achieve this objective on the grounds that the data is scattered, 

frequently excess, and social event relevant information could take a ton of time. This undertaking settle every one of these 

issues. This framework supports safeguarding the association's understudy data set. The supervisor may promptly get to it 

and keep it secure for quite a while without making any changes. 

In this research explore the problem of Network Independence was solved. In view of this, techniques and approaches to 

make applications function offline have been introduced. A combination of technologies is used to accomplish this: Service 

Workers to manage page requests (for instance, by storing them offline), the Cache API to store network request responses 

offline (which is very helpful for storing site assets), and client-side data storage technologies like Web Storage and 

IndexedDB to store application data offline. Modern web apps can be created to offer a great user experience to browsers 

with all the necessary capabilities, and a passable (although less flashy) experience to browsers with less capability which 
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was done in this project.  Best practices like progressive enhancement was used. PWAs are cross-browser due to the 

progressive improvement they use. Researchers should therefore consider how various browser implementations of some 

PWA features and technologies differ from one another. 
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